
Welcome to the
4th Uppsala Workshop on Particle Physics 

with Neutrino Telescopes

sponsored by a grant from Vetenskapsrådet



Welcome to Uppsala University

 Founded in 1477

This building inaugurated in 1887 to replace the 
previous building, now the Gustavianum Museum 
(just across the park, before the cathedral)

Uppsala University had ~1500 students at the 
time and all its activities, both academic and 
administrative were housed in this building.

    
→ More about it this evening in the guided tour



 Today Uppsala University has ~40000 students, 4 Nobel Prize winners and several 

known “faces”:

  Olof Rudbeck, 1660 (limphatic system, anatomical theater)

  Anders Celsius, 1730  (first universal temperature scale, 
                                        with 0 at the boiling point of water) 

  Carl von Linneus, 1741 (catalogue system of plants and animals)

  Anders Ångström, 1858 (spectroscopy)

...

Nobel Prizes: 

   Allvar Gullstrand (1911, Medicine)

   Mane Siegbahn (1924, Physics, x-ray spectroscopy)

   Theodor Svedberg (1926, Chemistry) 

   Kai Siegbahn (1981, Physics,  laser spectroscopy)



Welcome to Uppsala

Fourth largest city in Sweden

www.destinationuppsala.se/en



Some practical information

- Internet: eduroam

- Be aware that there are many cash-free restaurants/pubs/shops. 

- If you are leaving on Wednesday directly from here you might want to share a 
taxi to the airport. A ride to the airport costs about 520 SEK (credit cards 
accepted by the drivers) 
    Sign up to the list if you want to explore this option.

- Lunches: on your own. A map with nearby suggestions on the website

- This evening:
    Guided tour of the building with the University guide
    Dinner in Cafe Alma on the dungeons of the building (included in the fee)
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I hope you enjoy the workshop

and Uppsala 
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